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a b s t r a c t

In logical circuits, like arithmetic operations in a processor system, arbitrary faults become a more
tremendous aspect in future. Modern manufacturing processes lead to less reliability and higher
vulnerability of software execution to soft-errors. The correctness of certain results is important
especially for safety–critical applications whose reliability depends on the fault-free execution of each
single instruction and the dependencies between them. The more complex a software is the more
unreliable the outcome is. But, there is a contrary effect. If the probability for multiple faults increases,
there is also the chance that two faults compensate each other and the result is correct again. This paper
presents the basic ideas for such a reliability evaluation of a softwarés data flow with arbitrary soft-errors
and the effect of fault compensation. Further, this evaluation provides a possibility to compare different
implementations of a data flow with respect to the reliability. This is shown by the comparison of two
different error codes as alternatives for coded data processing.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The complexity and functionality of electronic control units
have more and more increased in several sectors of industry the
last years. In addition, the requirements of these systems have
become more demanding in terms of safety, reliability and avail-
ability. In contrast to this progress, industry demands a decrease
in costs for electronics, while at the same time remaining compet-
itive. The use of inexpensive commodity hardware is the result.
However, the development of present microcontrollers follows
the trend of decreasing feature size in silicon. This leads to less reli-
ability and arbitrary hardware faults are more likely [1]. But
despite unreliable hardware, fault tolerance is a requirement of
safety–critical applications [2]. This can often be realized by
Software-Implemented Hardware Fault Tolerance (=SIHFT) in many
ways [3]. One simple possibility of hardening the data against
soft-errors (SEU = Single Event Upset [5]) is the duplication (=data
redundancy) and the multiple computation of data (=time redun-
dancy) [3,4,6]. But, only transient faults can be detected by pure
data redundancy. Permanent faults in the CPU (e.g. stuck-at fault
in the adder hardware) will generate the same erroneous result.

The consequence is the use of redundant hardware or of diverse
data so that different units of the CPU are used [6]. An example
of diverse data is coded data processing, which is considered as
an important aspect for software-based hardware fault detection
in recent applications. However, diverse data processing does not
detect all faults. There is still a residual probability for non-
detection. This residual error probability is a crucial metric for
the evaluation of error codes. But in contrast to error detecting
codes used in transmission and storage systems [21,24,25], where
sufficient error models are available for determining this probabil-
ity, there are no comparable models for arithmetic operations in a
processor system [13]. But by means of such error models, the ana-
lytical evaluation of faulty outcomes in arithmetic instructions is
then possible opposed to state-of-the-art experimental methods
like fault injection. Indeed, the higher complexity of software as
a set of interdependent arithmetic operations results in further
effects of fault compensation. This effect of fault compensation is
evaluated by fault injection in a stochastic simulation framework
based on the Monte Carlo method. There a detailed microcontroller
model is the basis for the analysis of fault compensation.

The structure of this paper is as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the related works in the domain of

software-based hardware fault detection and coded data process-
ing. Further, Section 3 repeats the necessary background of coded
processing and reliability evaluation for better understanding. In
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Section 4, we introduce the reliability evaluation of a given data
flow and investigate linear codes as an alternative for coded
processing based on the previously defined evaluation. The
detailed analysis of fault compensation by a simulation approach
is depicted in Section 5. The paper proceeds with a discussion of
the results in Section 6 and ends with a conclusion for further
works in Section 7.

2. Related works

In literature, they report a lot of pure software-based
fault-tolerant approaches which are diverging in the effectivity of
fault detection.

The approach of coded processing refers to special error
detecting or error correcting techniques [29]. But this approach is
not limited only to circuits. There are pure software methods
available that protect the results of operations in an arithmetic unit
by means of error detection codes, as well. The input data are
encoded before being processed in an arithmetic unit and the
output data are decoded again for verification at the end (Fig. 1).
With this view, coded processing is related to channel coding as
a part of the coding theory.

To be applicable for arithmetic operations, the used error code
must preserve the result of the operation as a valid code word. In
the past, a lot of codes with this property were described that
can be used for arithmetic processors [7–12]. The most important
code which is commonly used for coded processing is the so-called
arithmetic code (AN-code) whose code words are the product of the
constant generator A and the information word (Eq. (1)).

CAN :¼ fA � XjA;X 2 Zg ð1Þ
AN-codes are based on ordinary algebra and preserve the code

word with respect to the addition of two code words. This means
that the sum of two code words is still a multiple of A and thus
it is an element out of the set of code words.

C1 þ C2 ¼ A � X1 þ A � X2 ¼ A � ðX1 þ X2Þ ð2Þ
But the product of two code words does not match to the coded

product of the originals and further corrections would be required.

C1 � C2 ¼ A � X1 � A � X2 ¼ A2 � ðX1 � X2Þ–A � ðX1 � X2Þ ð3Þ
In 1989, Forin made use of AN-codes for coded processing in a

real application the first time [9]. He defined coded operations
(including additional corrective actions) for most arithmetic oper-
ations and he extended signatures to detect operation, operator
and operand errors, as well. Furthermore in [13], Ozello discussed
the probability of undetection of coded processing. He distin-
guished between the case where each instruction is verified and
the second case when the verification is done after m operations.
The latter case is more important for real applications, because
the verification of the coded result is usually done at certain points

within a task [14]. A possible fault E1 during the first operation
propagates the deviation in the code word with C0

1 = C1 + E1 to
the following operation and the result remains faulty also after
the second operation (C2’ = C2 + E2). However, the operation itself
or other faulty variables can introduce new faults and influence
the final error word. He described this series of deviations by a
polynomial Eg = {E1, E2, . . ., Em} with m is the number of operations
until the verification of the result is done. His evaluation is inde-
pendent of the underlying error model of the processor. But with
the assumption that the elements of Eg are equally distributed
and not zero, he demonstrated that the probability of non-
detected faulty code words is 1/A. This simplification is question-
able for real operations and it does not consider the concrete real-
ization of the underlying hardware. Additionally to the effect of the
transition from a valid to an invalid code word, there is the effect
that consecutive instructions with new error words compensate
each other. For example, the sum of two faulty coded variables
with deviations E1 and E2 results in a valid code word, if the sum
of both errors is a multiple of A again:

ðE1 þ E2Þmod A ¼ 0 ð4Þ
Ozello further remarked that the longer the software the greater

the probability to have a polynomial identical to zero which means
no deviation in the result. But only programs with more than
10,000 lines show this effect.

The ED4I (=Error Detection by Diverse Data and Duplicated
Instructions) approach presented by Oh et al. [6] is basically a stan-
dard method of duplication. A program is executed twice (=instruc-
tion duplication) and the data of the copied program are diversely
represented. These diverse data are generated by the multiplica-
tion of the original data with the so-called diversity factor. For ver-
ification, the coded result is compared with the original data at the
end. Furthermore, they defined a diversity metric to evaluate sev-
eral diversity factors with respect to the data integrity and the fault
detection probability of different hardware functions (e.g. adder or
bus line signals). The diversity factor k determines how diverse the
copied program is compared to the original program. They also
evaluated several optimal values of k for different hardware func-
tions (e.g. k = �2 for an adder). Basically, this approach is a simple
example for coded data processing where they used coded data
instead of the original. In addition, they defined mathematic mod-
els to evaluate and compare different diversity factors with respect
to the data integrity and detection probability.

Moreover, Benso et al. [15] introduced a reliability-weight for
each variable in a program which is a function of the variablés life
time and the dependencies to other variables. The life period of a
variable is the time between the first write (initialization) of a
variable till it is read the last time before it is written again. The life
time is then the sum of all life periods and the longer this time is
the higher the probability of being corrupted. Variables with a high
reliability-weight are usually more critical for the reliability of the

Fig. 1. Simplified processor model: The arithmetic unit in a processor represents a channel with respect to arbitrary (transient or permanent) faults which change the value of
a result during the execution of an operation.
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application. Another criterion for reliable variables is the depen-
dencies to other variables. For example in the calculation c = a
+ b, the variable c depends on the variables a and b. In a complex
program, the dependencies of a certain variable can have a lot of
descendants which are able to propagate possible faults. Thus, it
is highly critical for the reliability of the final variable. The more
variables are necessary for the computation of a final result the
higher the risk that it is corrupted by an SEU.

The validation of software-based approaches for hardware fault
detection like coded data processing is an important proof of effi-
ciency. Under normal operation, the occurrence of hardware faults
as a root cause for system failures is a very seldom event. This
makes it difficult to test a given approach. Consequently, the dis-
turbance by the environment must be artificially increased to
reduce the time until a fault happens. So, this is equivalent to a
higher fault probability. But, these faults still remain random and
a systematic test of all types of faults is not possible. Therefore,
the literature reports a lot of fault injecting approaches [16–18]
whereas analytical methods are not described. Thus, the main
motivation for this work is the development of certain error mod-
els to describe the erroneous output of a given arithmetic opera-
tion as an alternative for state-of-the-art fault injection
techniques. But in contrast to [6], our error models determine
the basic reliability of a single hardware module without any fault
detection methods (like duplication) in a first step. Thus, these
error models are comparable to so-called channel models which
are known from coding theory (see Chapter 3).

3. Background of theory

A channel model is an important mean in information theory to
approximate the behavior of real noisy transmission channels by a
probabilistic approach. For example, a simple channel model is the
so-called binary symmetric channel (=BSC) in Fig. 2. This BSC model
allows us to calculate the probability of faulty bits and further the
residual error probability of error detecting codes based on a sim-
ple transmission line [19,21]. The residual error probability
describes the chance for a received code word to be corrupted in
a way that it is again a valid code word after reception. The error
in a transmitted code word is not detected in this case.

The data processing in arithmetic units of a microcontroller
uses hardware-based operations, which also represent a kind of
channel. During the software processing, arbitrary, permanent or
transient hardware faults can occur and they probably change
the value of the result. But in contrast to transmission systems,
an arithmetic operation is usually more complex with at least
one input and the output is a function of these inputs (Fig. 3).

In a processor system, there is a set of arithmetic operations and
other components which all take part in data processing and are
vulnerable to arbitrary faults. There is for example a memory
which stores data and instructions which deal with that data
(Fig. 4).

Data errors have their cause either in corrupted memory or in
bit-flips during accessing the memory bus or during computation
in the ALU (=arithmetic logic unit). In contrast to data transmission
and storage systems, where channel models are state-of-the-art for
error estimation, comparable models are not available for data pro-
cessing channels [13].

A first attempt of such an error model for an arithmetic opera-
tion was done in [20]. The ripple-carry-adder as an iterative oper-
ation is described by the discrete Markov chain in Fig. 5 to model
the faulty behavior caused by the dependencies between the
carry-bits and the following digits.

Fig. 5 describes the error states of the iterative addition process.
Referred to a 1-bit adder, there are four error states which are
defined by the two outputs sum s and carry cout. Either no fault
has occurred and both outputs are correct (state G) or there is a
fault and at least one output is wrong (B1 – only sum is wrong;
B2 – only the carry is wrong; B3 – both are wrong). In [20], it is
assumed that in case of a fault, the adder changes to one of the
error states Bx with an equal probability. This is still a simplifica-
tion and the distribution must be adapted for the concrete realiza-
tion of the adder. But by means of this model, the reliability of each
bit in the sum can be calculated and further the probability of
undetection in case of coded data.

For reliability evaluations, Markov models are often used and a
very powerful tool. The example of an arithmetic instruction in
[20] is a small system and only covers a single step in a given data
flow. The reliability of the outcome of a complete task depends on
all executed instructions. So, an evaluation of the total reliability
requires all error models for each instruction in the data flow.
However, this set of error models is not yet available and the reli-
ability of a data flow must be determined in a more abstract man-
ner. The data flow of a processor task is determined by e.g. its
runtime among others. Somewhen during the task execution, the
hardware arbitrary injects a fault. The concrete implementation
of the fault detection mechanism induces a latency between the
fault occurrence and the fault detection and the following fault
recovery (see Fig. 6).

The basic concept of Markov models cannot be used to describe
more regular events like task runtime. In contrast, continuous-time
Markov models describe events that randomly occur with a
constant rate (=exponential distribution). In Fig. 6, there are two
different events that must be combined for the desired model of
faulty task execution. The fault occurrence which follows the
exponential distribution is delayed until the task is terminating.
We know a similar behavior described by the queueing theory
which combines two events with different distributions. In this
context, the Erlang distribution [22,23] can be considered as a
composition of several exponential distributed events. In this
way, it approximates more regular distributions like the normal
distribution which matches to a tasḱs runtime better. The fact that
the Erlang distribution is a composition of exponential distribu-
tions the Markov model, which describes transitions with constant
fault rate, can be extended to multi-stages representing the Erlang

Fig. 2. The binary symmetric channel model describes the probability p that a
single bit changes its value or remains unchanged (1 � p).

Fig. 3. An arithmetic operation usually processes at least one input and generates
an output as a function of the inputs and the arbitrary error (z = f(x, y, e)).
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distribution (Fig. 7). Each vertical state represents a certain time
interval and the last state is entered with the termination of the
task. The columns represent the number of active faults. Depend-
ing on the amount and type of redundancy, there is a maximum
number of surely detectable faults. In case of a detected error, a
possible recovery is the repetition of the whole task to remain
operational. In Fig. 7, this repetition is marked by the transitions
back to the initial state 1.0.

But the presented approach in [27] does not show any details of
the task implementation. Each single vertical stage corresponds to
a certain time interval within the data flow. The finite number of
vertical stages makes a quantization of time which leads to some
uncertainty of task termination. In general, the task terminates

after a constant number of instructions whose time is well defined.
With the presented model, this time is approximated by the Erlang
distribution which allows deviations in the tasḱs runtime depend-
ing on this number of stages. The challenge is then to configure the
Markov model in a way that it approximates the real distribution
of the runtime.

Furthermore, the vertical stages can also be considered in a
descriptive way as a time interval which corresponds to a single
or a set of instructions. So, it is possible to map all instructions into
the Markov model with an individual fault probability (horizontal
transitions) and runtime (vertical transitions). This is important in
case of fault detection within a task and not only at the end. In
Fig. 7, there would be additional transitions from this state to the
state 1.0.

4. Results

Based on the presented approaches for error models from the
previous background section, we now discuss reliability related
issues in data processing like residual error probability, fault
compensation and alternative codes for coded data processing.

4.1. Reliability of data processing

The data flow of software describes the dependencies of
variables and the order of their processing. In other words, the
reliability of the final result depends on the correct execution of
each previous instruction and the storage in the memory. A simple
example of a data flow is the addition of two integer numbers
corresponding to the pseudo assembler code in Listing 1.

Listing 1 shows a set of assembler instructions which adds two
integer numbers stored in the working registers r1 and r2. The
reliability of the sum depends on the fault-free execution of each
single instruction. With respect to the total reliability, the given
data flow can be illustrated by three serially connected compo-
nents and the outcome is only correct, if the first MOV instruction
and the secondMOV instruction and the final ADD instruction work
correctly. The total reliability is then the product of all single
reliabilities:

R0 ¼ Rmov � Rmov � Radd ð5Þ
Generally, a single instruction depends on the register width of

an arithmetic processor. Each digit potentially injects a single fault
into the instruction. In the theory of probability, this means n inde-
pendent events with a common fault probability p. But the correct-
ness of the instruction relies on the fault-free execution of each

Fig. 4. Simplified fault model of a processor [26].

Fig. 5. Discrete Markov chain which models the iterative process of a ripple-carry-
adder [20].

Fig. 6. Latency between fault occurrence and fault detection.
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digit. With the complementary probability (1 � p) for no fault, the
binomial distribution describes the probability of r faults out of n
bits.

pr ¼
n
r

� �
� pr � ð1� pÞn�r ð6Þ

With no faults (r = 0), the Eq. (6) is reduced to

p0 ¼ ð1� pÞn ð7Þ
and it represents the reliability of a single n-bit instruction.
Assuming the same reliability for each instruction (Rmov = Radd),
the total reliability R0 of Listing 1 is then

R0 ¼ p3
0 ¼ ð1� pÞ3n: ð8Þ

Generally for any number of instructions k, it is

R0 ¼ ð1� pÞkn: ð9Þ
The Eq. (9) shows that the probability of a correct result

decreases with increasing number of consecutive instructions.
Actually, the reliability converges to zero with an infinite number

of instructions. However, the Eq. (9) does not consider additional
effects like fault compensation. As we will see in Section 4.2, fault
compensation cannot be ignored in huge software systems and
high fault probabilities.

As a further note, the previous investigation has a simple view
on the given data flow. In [20], we showed that the digits of an
addition are not independent because of the carry-bit propagation.
This is a very important issue if we want to estimate the probabil-
ity of a certain erroneous result. Furthermore, we extended the
error model of an addition by faulty operands in [28]. But in the
course of this article, we leave the assumption of independent bits
and we investigate the effect of fault compensation in data
processing in a general manner.

4.2. Fault compensation

Fault compensation is the effect that the final result after a set
of consecutively executed instructions is correct despite of faults.
But this effect only works with an even number of contrary faults.
The longer the data flow the higher the number of instructions and
the higher the chance for such an effect. In other words, the fault
compensation effectively increases the reliability with increasing
number of instructions. This effective reliability Re is higher than
it is expected by the multiplication of all single reliabilities. With
the compensation factor rc > 1, the effective reliability is then

Re ¼ rc �
Y
k

Rk: ð10Þ

Fig. 7. Extended Markov model for a coded data flow [27].

Listing 1. Pseudo assembler code for the addition of two integer numbers.
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In [20], we introduced the concept of error masks as the bit-wise
covering of a result C with faults described by the exclusive-OR:

C 0 ¼ C � E ð11Þ
Assuming a sequence of faulty instructions, the error mask after

the k-th instruction is the superposition of all previous error masks
by

E ¼ E1 � E2 � � � � Ek: ð12Þ
Thus, the deviation of a single bit in the result depends on all

previous faults in the same digit at which only an odd number of
faults causes a deviation. In general, the probability of a correct
bit pE0 in the result is the total probability of an even number of
faults in k instructions:

pE0 ¼
Xk

r¼2n
n2N0

k

r

� �
� pr � ð1� pÞk�r ð13Þ

With the relation between the binomial and the Poisson
distribution [30], the Eq. (13) can be transformed to

pE0 ¼
Xk

r¼2n
n2N0

pkr

r!
� e�pk ð14Þ

The same applies for the probability of corrupted bits, but with an
odd number of faults:

pE1 ¼
Xk

r¼2nþ1
n2N0

pkr

r!
� e�pk ð15Þ

Further, Eq. (14) contains the power series of the hyperbolic
cosine [31]

coshðxÞ ¼ 1þ x2

2!
þ x4

4!
þ � � � ð16Þ

with x = pk. The Eq. (14) derives to

pE0 ¼ coshðpkÞ � e�pk ð17Þ
as the probability for a single correct bit. The effective reliability Re
is the probability that all n bits in the resulted processor word are
correct:

Re ¼ pn
E0 ¼ cosh ðpkÞn � e�pkn ð18Þ

The term e�pkn in Eq. (18) is identical to the binomial expression

ð1� pÞkn for small pk and corresponds to the basic reliability R0 of
Eq. (9) (see also Chapter 6.6.3 in [30]). It follows:

Re ¼ cosh ðpkÞn � R0 ð19Þ
The hyperbolic cosine in Eq. (19) has the property of cosh(x) > 1 for
all |x| > 0. This means that with a growing number of consecutive
instructions k or higher fault probability p, the effective reliability
Re is higher by more compensating faults than the basic reliability
R0 (Fig. 8).

Assuming an infinite number of instructions k in Eq. (17), we
can evaluate the steady-state probability of a single correct bit.
The hyperbolic cosine has the characteristic that it converges to

lim
x!1

coshðxÞ � 1
2
� ex ð20Þ

with increasing argument x. This means that the limit of the prob-
ability of a correct bit in a processor word after infinite instruction k
is

lim
k!1

pE0 � 1
2
� epk � e�pk ¼ 1

2
: ð21Þ

Or in other words, there is a minimum reliability of a single bit
or even of the whole n-bit result of

Rmin ¼ 1
2n : ð22Þ

This minimum reliability manifests itself as a horizontal asymp-
tote of curve Re unequal to zero which is equivalent to the avail-
ability. This means that the described fault compensation can be
considered as some intrinsic repair events in the data flow.

4.3. Linear codes for coded data processing

The previous sections presented a reliability evaluation of a
complete data flow. One advantage of such an analysis is the com-
parison of different realizations of a given data flow or even the
comparison of different codes in case of coded processing. Now,
we can investigate the effectivity of an error code based on a cer-
tain data flow.

AN-codes are usually used for coded data processing in arith-
metic operations. But what is about other classes of codes. Linear
codes are commonly known from transmission systems (e.g. Ham-
ming codes, cyclic redundancy codes/CRC). Similar to arithmetic
codes, the linear code words are generated by a multiplication
(Eq. (23)).

CCRC :¼ fgðzÞ � xðzÞjgðzÞ; xðzÞ 2 Z2½z�g ð23Þ
In contrast to arithmetic codes, linear codes are based on the

algebra of polynomials, whereas arithmetic codes use an ordinary
addition upon integer numbers. The addition of polynomials differs
from that of integer numbers by the missing carry-bit propagation.
When using linear codes instead of arithmetic codes, additional
corrective actions must be done (Eq. (24)).

X þ Y ¼ xðzÞ � yðzÞ � cðzÞ ð24Þ
Based on the BSC model, linear codes have a better residual

error probability than arithmetic codes [26]. The XOR operation �
in Eq. (24) matches the characteristic of the BSC model because of
the missing influence between the bits in contrast to the addition
(ripple-carry-adder). The reliability model in Section 4.1 and the
model of fault compensation in Section 4.2 can be used. With
k = 2, Eq. (19) determines the reliability of the result after two con-
secutively executed XOR operations. This reliability is shown as a
function of p in Fig. 9 (continuous line). Furthermore, the figure

Fig. 8. The effective reliability Re is higher than the basic reliability R0 without
consideration of fault compensation.
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also shows the reliability of a single adder (dotted line) derived by
the adder model in [20] for comparison. Clearly, one single opera-
tion is more reliable than two because of the longer data flow.

Using linear codes, the result after the two XOR operations in Eq.
(24) is a valid code word in case no faults have occurred. However,
there is the probability that certain faults lead to another code
word and the error is not detected. A given linear code is character-
ized by the distribution of the Hamming weight Wi over all valid
code words [24,25]. The Hamming weight of a code word is the
number of non-zero bits [21]. By means of the binomial distribu-
tion, the probability of a certain Hamming weight can be deter-
mined. Thus, the total probability of getting any valid code word
(=residual error probability) is

PuðpÞ ¼
Xn
r¼dmin

Wr � pr � ð1� pÞn�r ð25Þ

with dmin is the minimum Hamming distance, p is the probability of
non-zero bits (pE1, Eq. (15)) and (1 � p) is the probability of correct
bits (pE0, Eq. (14)) in the error mask. With k = 2, it is

pE0 ¼ ð1� pÞ2 þ p2 ð26Þ

and

pE1 ¼ 2 � p � ð1� pÞ: ð27Þ
It follows for the residual error probability of the final result:

PuðpÞ ¼
Xn
r¼dmin

Wr � pr
E1 � pn�r

E0 ð28Þ

The result of Eq. (28) is depicted in Fig. 10. The curve (a) repre-
sents the residual error probability as a function of p for the linear
code with generator polynomial g(z) = z3 + z + 1 and two consecu-
tive XOR instructions. For comparison, the residual error probabil-
ity of the AN-code with the ordinary addition from [20] is also
depicted in the figure (A = 3, curve (b)). With the same code rate,
the residual error probability of the arithmetic code in combination
with the single addition is always higher than the comparable lin-
ear code processed by two XOR operations. This would mean that
linear codes are better for coded data processing than arithmetic
codes because the probability of non-detection is lower in spite
of more instructions (=computational effort).

But, can both results be compared? The presented approach
assumes Eq. (24) as a replacement of an ordinary addition. There
is no consideration of the carry-bits, which are part of the ordinary
addition. In real microcontrollers, there is no instruction available
to calculate only the carries of an addition. There is the way to
extract the carries like this

cðzÞ ¼ u�1ðX þ YÞ � xðzÞ � yðzÞ: ð29Þ
Or additional synthesized hardware in an FPGA can generate

the carries. But all solutions have an additional unreliability to be
considered. And this means that the curve (a) in Fig. 8 will be
shifted up and the advantage of the linear codes decreases or
maybe disappears. As a conclusion of this investigation, linear
codes are probable not applicable for coded data processing by
arithmetic operations. However following [26], linear codes are
optimal for data storage and transmission. And with two different
error codes which are applicable in data processing systems, there
is the need for code transformations as it is described in [33].

5. Evaluation of fault compensation by stochastic simulation

To verify the analytical result (Chapter 4.2), the effect of fault
compensation was analyzed by a discrete event simulation
approach that is based on the Monte Carlo method. Within this
simulation framework the technique of simulated fault injection
was used.

The simulation and the used simulation model is a detailed
description of an embedded microcontroller device. It models
hardware properties, such as memory accesses, by defining the
memory modules, the crossbars, the arbitration and bus timing
effects. The model furthermore includes a description of the num-
ber of cores in a multicore system and the computing capabilities
(clock frequency, number of instructions per tick, memory connec-
tion, etc.) of the cores. The second level of the simulation model
describes the operating system incorporated in the simulation
setup. This includes the used scheduling algorithm as well as the
partionating of execution resources (cores) to scheduling units
and the timing overhead of scheduling. Standard operating system
capabilities like synchronization or time triggering are also sup-
ported by the model. Below the hardware and operating system
layer, the application layer is placed. The application layer includes
the description of Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) and Tasks. Tasks
and ISR are defined by functions. Each function contains a certain

Fig. 9. Comparison of the reliability: (1) two consecutive XOR instructions and (2)
one single ADD instruction.

Fig. 10. Residual error probability of linear codes and arithmetic codes.
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set of instruction. Complex program flow and branching is
supported. The instructions themselves are modeled by different
configurable distributions, such as Normal-, Exponential-,
Gaussian- or Weibull-distribution that define the individual num-
ber of instructions of each instance. The last part of the simulation
model contains the stimulation of the system. That means that task
activations or external events – such as injected faults or external
communication on buses – can be defined. These events are again
modeled by various types of distributions, like for the instructions.

For the purpose of analyzing the fault compensation, a single
task that continuously executes the XOR instruction was chosen.
Faults are injected in each single bit of an 8-bit variable
independently. At the end of the execution of the task instances
(Ti) the effect of the injected faults to the variable are evaluated.
That means the number of compensated and not compensated
faults – that leads to an error – and the number of injected faults
are counted. This experiment was executed N = 2e6 times to gain
a reasonable confidence in the results.

The execution of consecutive XOR instructions is a linear data
flow with independent operations, such that fault can compensate
each other. With Eq. (19) the compensation factor rc can be
determined by:

rc ¼ Re

R0
¼ cosh ðpkÞn ð30Þ

The following parameters were used to evaluate the analytic
result against the simulation approach:

The basic fault probability per instruction was set to p = 1e�6.
The bit size of the variable was n = 8 bit. The number of
instructions was varied in the range of 100–10e6 instructions.

For the simulation a single core system with a clock rate
f = 200 MHz was chosen. With the clock rate f and the fault
probability p the expected value E of the exponential distribution
that is used to model the temporal behavior of the fault injection
can be calculated by:

E ¼ 1
k
¼ tinstruction

p
¼ 1

p � f ¼ 5 ms ð31Þ

Fig. 11 visualizes the simulation result based on the named param-
eters. On top the exponentially distributed fault injection is
depicted (FI_Bit_1 � � � FI_Bit_7). The bottom line in the Gantt chart
shows the task that is executing the XOR instructions. In Fig. 11
the period of task activation was set to 5 ms and the task contains
1e6 instructions. As mentioned before, the task is executed multiple
times (N), in multiple task instances Ti. Each execution of a task
instance Ti represents a single experiment.

At the assumed XOR operation, each single bit is independent
from the other bits, thus the compensation of a faulty bit is deter-
minated by the number Nf(i,j) of faults occurred for a single bit (j)
during the execution of an instance Ti. If the number of faults
affecting a single bit Nf(i,j) is even at the termination of a task
instance Ti, the faults at this bit where compensated and do not
propagate to an error in this bit. For evaluation of the task instance
all n bits have to be considered. Thus all injected faults during the
execution of the task instance Ti were compensated, if:

Xn
j¼0

ðNf ði; jÞ mod 2Þ ¼ 0 holds: ð32Þ

For evaluating the simulation run, the number of faulty task
instances Nf, that means task instances where at least one fault
was injected:

Nf ¼
XN
i¼1

1; if at least one fault was injected on any bit in Ti

0; if no fault was injected in Ti

�

ð33Þ
has to be determined.

For evaluating the effective reliability Re (and with that Qe),
the number of task instances Nnc, where no fault in no bit was
compensated has to considered. Nnc is defined by:

Nnc ¼
XN
i¼1

0; if
Xn
j¼0

ðNf ði; jÞmod 2Þ ¼ 0

1; else

8><
>: ð34Þ

Therefore the basic reliability R0 can be expressed by the num-
ber of experiments N and the number of task instances where at
least one fault was injected (Nf):

R0 ¼ 1� Q0 ¼ 1� Nf

N
ð35Þ

And the effective unreliability Qe and with that the reliability Re

is defined by:

Re ¼ 1� Qe ¼ 1� Nnc

N
ð36Þ

With that the Eqs. (30), (35) and (36) the compensation factor rc
can be calculated for the analytical and the simulative approach.
The following Table 1 and Fig. 12 summarize the results.

The effects of fault compensation where analyzed by two
methods. Both approaches provide quite similar results. The devi-
ation is in the range of the numeric inaccuracy of the calculation.

Fig. 11. Simulated task execution with fault-injection (FI_Bit_0 � � � FI_Bit_7); Task SafetyTask has a execution time equivalent to k = 1e6 instructions and is activated with a
period of 5 ms. Screenshot of TA Tool Suite [34].
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The validity of the used error models is essential for practical appli-
cation. And so, the validation by Monte Carlo based discrete event
simulation is vital part to prove the correctness of the analytic con-
sideration and to further extend the model in future.

6. Discussion

The data flow of software consists of a set of instructions exe-
cuted in a defined order. Assuming unreliable hardware which
arbitrarily injects faults into any instructions, there is the effect
of fault compensation which is already reported in [13], as well.
In the previous section, we derived a mathematical model which

describes this effect within a strict linear data flow. However, fault
compensation is not restricted to this kind of data flow. In [28], the
fault compensation between the operands and a single addition
was shown as an example of a conjunctive data flow. Further, it
was shown that the effect of fault compensation cannot be ignored
for reliability evaluations with an increasing complexity of soft-
ware and with an increasing number of instructions.

Indeed, the evaluation of a complete data flow is very complex
and it is not possible without all required error models of each
instruction. Thus, there is the simple data flow of Eq. (24) in Sec-
tion 4.3 for this discussion. The given data flow of two consecu-
tively executed XOR instructions represent a linear flow without
any branches and merges and furthermore it is an example of
coded data processing using linear codes as another aspect of the
evaluation. There are several cases to distinguish: First, both
instructions are executed without any faults according Eq. (6) with

R0 ¼ ð1� pÞ2n ð37Þ
Second, both instructions represent independent events with

respect to their fault vulnerability and fault compensation is possi-
ble. According Eq. (19), the effective reliability is increased by the
factor

rc ¼ cosh ð2pÞn ð38Þ
With a basic fault probability p = 10e�6 and a data width n = 8,

the factor of Eq. (31) is rc = 1 + 16e�12. But this covers the data
flow including two instructions only. With increasing number of
instructions (e.g. k = 100,000), the factor increases to rc = 1.04
which is obviously higher than before and it cannot be ignored
any more. A similar behavior can be observed with increasing fault
probability p.

The remaining faults should be detected by using coded data
words, but there is still a small residual risk for undetection (Eq.
(28)). Fig. 13 qualitatively summarizes all outcomes of the data
flow.

A further aspect of fault compensation is related to Publication
[27]. Here, we introduced an extended Markov model which
describes the error behavior of a given data flow in a more abstract
layer (see Fig. 7 in Section 3). It defines several system states which
correspond to the number of active faults (columns of the Markov
model) and the probability of the detection. But this model doesńt
cover any fault compensation as discussed before. The compensa-
tion of a fault resets the system back to a fault-free state or rather it
reduces the number of active faults. Thus, there are additional

Table 1
Comparison of the analytically calculated and the simulative compensation factor rc
for selected number of instructions k.

Number of
instrucions k

1e3 5e6 1e6 5e6

rc analytic 1.00000454 1.00994644 1.04082739 2.60903486
rc simulated 1.00000400 1.01004596 1.04074157 2.61409003

Fig. 12. Comparison of the compensation factor rc; the red line shows the
analytically calculated rc factor according to Eq. (30), the blue crosses show
selected simulated rc values, which where generated by discrete event simulation.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. The entire probability space is partitioned into several groups: (1) fault-free execution, (2) fault compensation, (3) fault detection by error codes and (4) undetection
of faults determines the residual error probability.
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transitions to the left column with an increasing rate depending on
the progress of the data flow (Fig. 14).

7. Conclusion

The presented paper investigated the effect of fault compensa-
tion during the data processing on unreliable hardware. Because of
changing manufacturing processes, the risk for arbitrary faults in
logical circuits becomes a bigger impact on recent and especially
in future systems. Thus, it becomes more probable for multiple
faults in more complex software systems and therefore the chance
for compensation rises. This fault compensation effectively
increases the reliability and it must be considered in such reliabil-
ity analysis to avoid a deviation in the calculations. It was shown
that the influence of fault compensation becomes bigger with
increasing number of instructions (Section 4.2).

This paper also shows a possible evaluation for a strict linear
data flow wherein there are no dependencies between nearby bits.
This is still a simplification because in a data flow there are also
more complex instructions related to the error behavior and the
dependencies to each other and between nearby bits. In future
works, the set of error models will be extended to further instruc-
tions to derive a complete reliability model for a given data flow
and also for a control flow. Such a reliability model can also be used
by a compiler environment for data flow analysis. An enhanced
compiler knows the data flow and it is possible to evaluate the reli-
ability of a given data flow just after the build process of a software
development automatically. So, necessary changes in the data flow
to optimize the reliability by software can be done very early in the
development process.

The validity of the presented models is crucial for its practica-
bility and should be necessarily proofed in future works. For vali-
dation, there are two possible approaches. FPGA-based fault
injection environment allows the insertion of faults in defined
parts of a soft-core [32]. The advantage of this approach is the test
of software systems with more realistic conditions. Secondly, the
simulation approach as shown in Chapter 5 refers to the same
assumptions and validates the correct realization of the single
error model. But it can be further improved to reproduce the
underlying hardware in greater detail and include a wider range
of instructions types.

Furthermore, this paper also investigates the alternative usage
of linear codes instead of arithmetic codes (AN-codes). The ordi-
nary addition of two integer numbers can be replaced by two poly-
nomial additions of the operands and the resulting carry-bits of
both. However, there is no possibility to create the carry polyno-
mial without further (unreliable) instructions and the presented
evaluation is not complete. But it already shows the better error
performance of linear codes in combination with BSC-based

instructions (e.g. XOR, MOV). The conclusion of this study is the
existence of an optimal code for a given instruction (=channel).
With different channels in an arithmetic processor, the usage of
different codes would increase the error detection probability by
matching the characteristic of the underlying hardware. But, the
code words must be transformed to each other depending on the
currently executed instruction. Such a transformation requires
additional execution of unreliable hardware. In [33], we already
presented a possible transformation rule of linear code words to
arithmetic code words and vice versa for this purpose.
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Abstract – We present a holistic approach of reliability 

analysis combined with schedulability analysis of 

software intensive embedded real-time systems by 

stochastic simulation. In such a system not only the 

software execution has to be hardened against soft 

errors e.g. by means of coded processing or diverse 

execution. Moreover the real-time requirements have 

still to be met in presence of such error to guarantee a 

safe operation of the system. For that reason the 

influence regarding the real-time characteristics of a 

given sporadic error with a certain error rate is 

analyzed by means of Monte Carlo simulation. Different 

safety design pattern are introduced and compared. 

Furthermore the impact on the schedulability of an 

embedded system is discussed. 

Stochastic simulation; reliability analysis; safe 

software processing; real-time operating system; 

multicore; scheduling; discrete event simulation 
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Definition B

A. Definition of different error types 

 

 

B. Time dependent classification of transient errors 

 Kind of timing disruption

 Duration Di:

 Intensity I:

 Error probability p



 Time of error occurrence te:

 Time of error detection td

 Time of error correction tc:

 

 Mean time in error MTIE:

 

 

C. Resulting timing errors 

 Deadline Errors:

 Jitter-Errors:

 

A. Homogeneous Redundancy Pattern 

 



B. Coded Processing Pattern 

 

C. Influence on the system hazard rate 

 

 

A. Simulation goals 



B. Simulation constraints 

C. Simulation input parameters 

 

 

 

 

A. Simulation setup 

B. Discussion of the simulation results 
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